Podcast Interview with Bill Williamson and Ned McCutcheon

Bill: G’day I’m Bill Williamson, a project officer with the Sustaining the Basin Irrigated Farm Modernisation Project being run by NSW DPI. Today I’m talking with Ned McCutcheon, whose family has had a successfully funded project, for their farm Mullah Station near Trangie in Central NSW. I’m talking to Ned about things to consider when planning and costing a farm irrigation modernisation project.
Bill: So Ned we are just looking at the job you are having done here of lasering field 15 which is so far has been done and some other lasering work is going on in the background. This job is a bit different to most other farm lasering jobs in that you’ve asked the contractor to quote the price where the contractor pays for all of the fuel. That’s a bit different, why did you guys choose to go that way? Was it a chance to control the cost of the job and be more certain to what it would cost you in the end?
Ned: Yeah it’s been a fair way to gauge, I guess the costs involved fully to the end result, without, in the past, knowing diesel costs verses contractor costs and having figure out the middle. It was quite a nice feeling going into this job knowing that the costs, what was quoted, is going to be the final result.
Bill: Right. Yes.
Ned: It’s not going to blow out, it’s by the metre rate. And you know that, that cost is going to be at the end.
Bill: Yeah.
Ned: There shouldn’t be a varying the quoted price and the final price which is very hard in these days with everything else going on the farm to have a budget and stick to that budget. Whereas this you pretty much should be guaranteed that’s the final result.
Bill: Yeah, well that’s good to hear.  So there has been some rain on this job, has that affected the progress of it?
Ned: Definitely. It hasn’t been a very smooth project at all to start with, very stop and start. And then obviously with the rain there becomes a few compaction issues and a few weed issues, so we’ve had to remove those weeds by spraying , and a few tough patches we’ve had to run the ripper through which I guess that’s a cost that probably  wasn’t involved to start with, but …
Bill: Yeah
Ned: The way it goes
Bill: So the spraying was an extra operation you didn’t real plan for that was brought on by the extended duration of the project.
Ned: Yeah, everything else there was an allowance for everything else, with a couple of passes for ploughing and grader boarding getting it ready for the, for the laser, for the surveying and that process but wasn’t factored in that throughout the process it would have substantial rain, and you get these weeds and that wasn’t really factored in.
Bill: Yeah righto. So was there any ripping that the contractor requested or was that done by negotiation?
Ned: That’s it. Later on throughout the job a lot of this ripping was on request.
Bill: Yeah
Ned: Because he was struggling with his machine, to do the job. Its not built to rip, its only to sort of  trim a soft layer of dirt, not a very hard pan sort of. So it was sort of requested by the contractor sort of  a requirement.
Bill: Yeah but you guys had some expectation that that would happen, you provided your own machines to carry out that ripping.
Ned: Yes
Bill: And that worked well.
Ned: Yeah.
Bill: This project has been funded through the Australian Governments Sustainable Rural Water Use and Infrastructure Program. Thanks

